As 2011 came to a close Greenbelt Land Trust celebrated a momentous new conservation project at Harkens Lake. The 319-acre property lies along the Willamette River south of Corvallis near Irish Bend, unfolding over a floodplain, wetlands and hardwood forest. Combined with a similar project on neighboring property, Harkens Lake will become part of a continuous 500-acre swath of county, state and private land being managed for fish and wildlife conservation, spanning two miles of Willamette riverfront.

The side-channels and sloughs at Harkens Lake provide welcoming refuge for native fish, including endangered spring Chinook salmon. Eddies and sloughs provide cool back channel areas for juvenile migrating salmon, allowing the young fish time to build strength and endurance before continuing on their epic pilgrimage to the Pacific Ocean. While the braided channels at Harkens Lake, often inundated through seasonal flooding, create challenges for farming, they also provide sanctuary for wetland animals from western pond turtles to red-legged frogs and native salmon.

Tall majestic cottonwoods provide nesting habitat for ospreys, eagles, and many other birds.

Now that we have protected this incredible landscape, the real work begins. Greenbelt will be working with the landowners to plan and implement restoration activities including planting thousands of native trees to re-establish the property’s historic floodplain forests. This reforestation work will benefit both wildlife and neighboring landowners, with trees acting as a river buffer to cushion the effects of river erosion and flooding on adjacent lands.

In addition to the landowners at Harkens Lake, we could not have completed this project without the incredible support and
Get into Nature
Calendar of Events

Thursday, February 9th, 6 - 8 pm
Greenbelt Annual Meeting, 1st Presbyterian Church, 114 SW 8th St, Corvallis
Join us for our annual meeting in Dennis Hall! Learn about 2011 accomplishments, and plans for the next year. Enjoy food and refreshments with friends, and take in a great keynote presentation by poet Charles Goodrich. See back page for additional information.

Wednesday, February 15th, 7 pm
Living with Nature Lecture Series - “Hummingbird Highways”
Corvallis Library Main Meeting Room
Presenter Matthew Siem (OSU) will be sharing his fascinating research on how tracked tropical hummingbirds are affected by landscape fragmentation and how the disturbance of these landscapes may shed light on pollination problems that are plaguing plants around the world.

Wednesday, March 14th, 7 pm
Living with Nature Lecture Series - “Condor Comeback!”
Corvallis Library Main Meeting Room
Learn about Oregon species recovery programs for condors and other endangered wildlife from David Shepherdson, Deputy Conservation Division Manager of the Oregon Zoo.

Saturday, March 24th, 9 am - 12 pm
“How the Prairie Flowers” Workday @ Lupine Meadows
Help us mulch these recently planted prairie flowers and help them survive weeds and summer drought. Meet at the GIl office to carpool to the site. RSVP to jessica@greenbeltlandtrust.org.

Thursday, April 12th, 5 - 7 pm
Volunteer Orientation & Training Workshop, Greenbelt Office, Corvallis
Join us to learn more about our organization and the important contribution volunteers provide to the Trust. See bottom of next page for more details. RSVP by April 1st to jessica@greenbeltlandtrust.org.

Wednesday, May 2nd, 7 pm
Living with Nature Lecture Series - “History & Ecology of the Willamette River”
Corvallis Library Main Meeting Room
Learn about the history and future of the river from renowned stream ecologist and co-author of the Willamette Basin Planning Atlas, Stan Gregory (OSU Professor of Fisheries and Wildlife).

May 5th - 13th
3rd Annual Natural Resources Celebration Week
Natural Resources Celebration Week highlights the bountiful open spaces, recreation areas, and environmental communities that make the mid-Valley so incredible. Keep an eye out for the NACW’s calendar of activities – from birding tours to forest hikes, there is bound to be something for everyone!

Friday, May 18th, 6 - 8 pm
Tree Identification Tour, Bald Hill Farm, Corvallis
Join GU and Dr. Ed Jensen, author of “Trees to Know in Oregon” and Associate Dean at OSU College of Forestry for a leisurely walk at Bald Hill Farm, identifying and discussing trees and shrubs native to Oregon. Space will be limited – RSVP to jessica@greenbeltlandtrust.org.

Saturday, May 19th, 9 am - 12pm
Lupine Meadows Open House, Philomath
View the beautiful Fender’s blue butterfly in flight and learn about upland prairie plants and how we are working to restore this special place. Meet at GIt Office to carpool to site.

Sunday, June 3rd, 9am (5k Trail Run Start Time)
6th Annual Run for the Hills, Bald Hill Natural Area, Corvallis
Join us at Bald Hill Natural Area for this annual trail run with proceeds benefiting Greenbelt Land Trust and the City of Corvallis’ trail programs. Choose and 8k, 2 mile or a ¼ mile kids run! For more information, visit the race web page at www.gltrunforthehills.com.

For more info, contact Greenbelt at 541.752.9609 or visit www.greenbeltlandtrust.org. Offices located at 101 SW Western Blvd., Corvallis Oregon.
Trails Website—
Connecting People to Nature
Whether jogging along the dirt switchbacks on Marys Peak, biking up the side of Fitron Green or Dimple Hill, or strolling to the overlook at Chip Ross Park, trails are a significant part of our daily lives here in the mid-Valley.

With all of the trails in our backyard, we are lacking a central database and publicly accessible website for users to learn about the myriad trail networks throughout Benton County. Trail enthusiasts are currently tasked with combining maps, recreation books, and agency websites to learn about trail accessibility and connectivity.

Greenbelt Land Trust (along with Benton County Natural Areas and Parks, City of Corvallis Parks and Recreation, and OSU College Forests) has been working to initiate a comprehensive and interactive site to expand outreach on our beloved network of trails to a diverse public. With this new site you will be able to identify a trail that fits your needs and abilities, access trailheads, and learn about any ecological and cultural values associated with area trails.

After nearly two years of due diligence on this project, GLT and project partners are in the process of seeking grant funding to cover the cost of the site’s development and launch— with an estimated public unveiling by early 2013. Keep an eye out for updates on this exciting project! Connecting people to nature ... it’s what we do.

A Work of Art

“His life was art, and art was his life” - Ron Jameson.

In May, 2011 Ron Jameson contacted Greenbelt Land Trust (GLT) to talk about how he and his wife, Gwen, could support the Campaign for Bald Hill Farm. Ron and Gwen are deeply invested in the property, and walk its 3 miles of public trails daily.

After deep consideration, Ron decided that he would be interested in donating a painting from his father, renowned Pacific Northwestern artist, Demetrios Jameson that represented the Oregon that the artist loved so well. Demetrios’ artwork hangs in venerable museums across the country, from Portland to New York, and is highly desired by collectors within the American Modernist Movement.

Are you an art lover? Do you want to support the Campaign for Bald Hill Farm? For $5,000 (below estimated value) you can own a beautiful piece of Northwestern art history, while contributing to a great cause. All proceeds go directly to the acquisition of Bald Hill Farm. For more information, contact Jessica McDonald at (541) 752-9609.

A LASTING LEGACY

We are dedicated to protecting the lands forever that you care about today.

Greenbelt Land Trust is working to leave a legacy on the natural landscape of our region. If you share our vision of protecting and enhancing the special natural places of the Willamette valley, with thoughtful planning you can create your own family legacy or community success story by including a charitable gift in support of our work as a part of your estate plans.

“Because we love this area and the surrounding open spaces, we chose to include Greenbelt in our estate plan. We know that the Greenbelt is committed to protecting our natural areas forever. We want to be a part of that promise to our community so that future generations can continue to enjoy the things that drew us here.” — Betty and Bob Griffiths

Planning for your personal legacy takes time and careful thought. During the process, you have the opportunity to think about what matters most to you. For more information about including GLT in your estate plans, contact Jessica McDonald at (541) 752-9609.

Conservation & Community
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funding from the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife, the Oregon Watershed Enhancement Board, Bonneville Power Administration and the Meyer Memorial Trust.

The Willamette River is a priority focus for Greenbelt Land Trust. Over the next year we will be working with an additional 4 landowners to expand the footprint of conservation at Harkens Lake and on a critical reach of river between Corvallis and Albany. By protecting key parcels along the River, we are working towards the larger goal of ensuring healthy water, farms, and communities in the mid-Willamette Valley.

Bald Hill Farm

As Greenbelt looks back over the last year, we are filled with reflections of Bald Hill Farm. This special place has become a second home for GLT Staff - we have walked every square inch of the land, led over 40 tours of the property, and provided access for hundreds of people to experience the majestic valley vistas from the Farm’s uppermost prairies. We have communed with friendly cows, negotiated past turkey’s and walked the property in every weather, from the densest foggy February morning to the hottest August afternoon.

Throughout the last year we have also discovered just how important this $87 acre Farm is to our community, with an outpouring of support shown in response to a County-wide fundraising appeal in May. Countless stories have emerged from families, hikers, bicyclists, equestrians – sharing personal reminiscences of the land and reasons for supporting the preservation of Bald Hill Farm. From childhood recollections of gathering mistletoe at Bald Hill, to wildlife encounters on Mulkey Ridge, we all connect deeply with this special place.

With $845,000 raised towards our goal of $2 million, Greenbelt will be working over the next year to complete the Campaign for Bald Hill Farm, ultimately using the $2 million as leveraging funds to match against $3 million in grant funding that has been applied for. We have great expectations that with the support of the community Campaign we will be able to obtain the grant funding necessary to complete the acquisition of Bald Hill Farm by our deadline of October, 2013.

The next time you step out of your car at the Oak Creek parking lot to Bald Hill Natural Area, your feet quickly hitting the dirt trail, take a moment to breathe in the pastoral beauty and to reflect on what this property means to you, and what it means to the future of our community.

2011 Volunteer of the Year

Greg Fitzpatrick

Every year since its conservation in 2005 Greenbelt Land Trust has hosted a Lupine Meadows Open House in late May, inviting the public to this sensitive property to see the wondrous little Fender’s blue butterfly in flight and learn about the ecology and beauty of endangered upland prairie habitats. And for the last five years, Greg has volunteered to lead this tour, his butterfly net in hand. After working for The Nature Conservancy for over 10 years on prairie restoration, Greg has become our resident expert in all things prairie, volunteering his time to provide the public a small glimpse into the fragile ecosystems of Lupine Meadows. Thank you Greg, for all that you do for Greenbelt Land Trust.

2011 Charles Ross Award

Prisha d’Andrade

On any given day, if you go to Bald Hill Natural Area, you are likely to cross paths with Prisha d’Andrade. Quietly walking the trails, she has become familiar with every tree, slough and meadow and has taken an active role in ensuring that the trails and land she loves is preserved for the future. Whether this former librarian is attending tours and events (8 last year alone!), or going door to door in her neighborhood to share information about the Campaign for Bald Hill Farm, she demonstrates a determination to seeing the land and wildlife that use it preserved. Greenbelt Land Trust proudly awards this year’s Charles Ross Award to Prisha for being an exemplary and proactive advocate of our natural areas.

Volunteer Orientation & Training Workshop

Thursday, April 12th 5-7pm

Whether you are interested in planting trees, leading field tours, assisting with events, or monitoring plants and wildlife ... there is a place for you at Greenbelt Land Trust! Long-term volunteers and those interested in getting involved ... join us for this annual Volunteer Orientation and Training event at the GLT Office to learn more about the organization and the important contribution volunteers provide to the Trust! RSVP for the workshop by April 1st to jessica@greenbeltlandtrust.org.

2011 Volunteer of the Year

Greg Fitzpatrick

Winter/Spring 2012

RSVP for the workshop by April 1st to jessica@greenbeltlandtrust.org.

Orientation and Training event at the GLT Office to learn more about the organization and term volunteers and those interested in getting involved … join us for this annual Volunteer Monitoring plants and wildlife … there is a place for you at Greenbelt Land Trust! Long- Whether you are interested in planting trees, leading field tours, assisting with events, or monitoring plants and wildlife … there is a place for you at Greenbelt Land Trust! Long-term volunteers and those interested in getting involved … join us for this annual Volunteer Orientation and Training event at the GLT Office to learn more about the organization and the important contribution volunteers provide to the Trust! RSVP for the workshop by April 1st to jessica@greenbeltlandtrust.org.

2011 Charles Ross Award

Prisha d’Andrade

On any given day, if you go to Bald Hill Natural Area, you are likely to cross paths with Prisha d’Andrade. Quietly walking the trails, she has become familiar with every tree, slough and meadow and has taken an active role in ensuring that the trails and land she loves is preserved for the future. Whether this former librarian is attending tours and events (8 last year alone!), or going door to door in her neighborhood to share information about the Campaign for Bald Hill Farm, she demonstrates a determination to seeing the land and wildlife that use it preserved. Greenbelt Land Trust proudly awards this year’s Charles Ross Award to Prisha for being an exemplary and proactive advocate of our natural areas.

Volunteer Orientation & Training Workshop

Thursday, April 12th 5-7pm

Whether you are interested in planting trees, leading field tours, assisting with events, or monitoring plants and wildlife ... there is a place for you at Greenbelt Land Trust! Long-term volunteers and those interested in getting involved ... join us for this annual Volunteer Orientation and Training event at the GLT Office to learn more about the organization and the important contribution volunteers provide to the Trust! RSVP for the workshop by April 1st to jessica@greenbeltlandtrust.org.
Program Highlights

Land Conservation
- Raised over $2.5 million in grants for conservation work along the Willamette River
- Received a $74,500 grant from Meyer Memorial Trust for landowner outreach and due diligence costs related to conservation protections of lands along the Willamette River
- Consulted with 12 landowners interested in long-term protections for their properties in Linn, Benton, and Marion Counties
- Worked with stakeholders to develop selection criteria for funding projects under ODFW’s BPA Wildlife Mitigation Program
- Applied for grants totaling $3.34 million for the acquisition of Bald Hill Farm

Stewardship
Once GLT has protected a property, we carry a serious responsibility to steward and enhance its native attributes in perpetuity. All Stewardship activities are in response to property management plans that detail the timeline and outcomes for each site.
- Awarded 3 Restoration Grants worth $327,171 (BPA, NRCS, ODFW, OWEB)
- Planted 1905 trees and shrubs
- Burned 5.5 acres upland prairie at Lpine Meadows
- Seeded 2 acres of upland wildflowers in burn area at Lpine Meadows
- Cleared invasive shrubs and trees in 13 acres of protected wet prairie
- Thinned 6 acres of overstocked Oregon white oaks at Lone Star
- Restored aquatic habitat at Price Creek on Thomas Paine Farms by placing 42 logs in-stream and constructing a bridge

Education/Outreach
- 512 people visited Bald Hill Farm in 2011 through tours and events
- 4,246 people at engaged with GLT through events, tours, and presentations in 2011
- Conducted four installments of our Living With Nature Lecture Series, bringing 430 people to the library to learn about everything from Ethno-botany to Pollinators
- Restored aquatic habitat at Price Creek on Thomas Paine Farms by placing 42 logs in-stream and constructing a bridge

Conservation Partnerships
- Worked with 18 land trusts across the state to form the Coalition of Oregon Land Trusts (COLT) to support broad-scale land conservation and restoration
- Collaborated with conservation partners along the mainstem and tributaries of the Willamette River to share River planning efforts with Meyer Memorial Trust’s Willamette River Initiative
- In partnership with areas stakeholders, GLT led a project to create a publicly accessible County-wide Comprehensive Trails Website, connecting trail users with areas natural areas and trail systems
- Collaborated with state-wide partners on updating The Nature Conservancy’s Willamette Valley Conservation Synthesis Map, a tool used to identify the highest priority areas for conservation and restoration
- Partnered with Calapooya Watershed Council on planning efforts for the Albany reach of the Willamette River
Continued from page 7

**Bald Hill Farm Campaign Donors cont.**

Harris, Clayton Paulson, Cliff and Gay Hall, Cliff and Jo Anne Dow, Colleen Moritz, Cornelia and Susan Hawkstra, Cynthia Lamb, Cynthia Parshol, D. Allen Meyer and Nancy Raso, Dale Green and Wanta Miller, Dan and Damylo McGrew, Dan Bean and Possida Schaff, Darlene P. Allen, Dan Dally and Nancy Allen, Dan Rosenberg and Jennifer Genas, David Glucker, David H. Walker, Lisa Luoma and Joyce Elberich, Darra Jonas, Dave Halter, David and Clarissa Thomas, David and Carinne Glibel, David and Gwendolyn Robinson, David Anderson, David Biles, David Eckert and Annette Mills, David Jones, David Plaehn, David Turner and Marianne Brouwers, Deans Glicko and Kelly Fassot, Deb Kolda, Debra Higbee, Denise Ross, Dennis and Carol Harris, Dwettie Tolles, Dick and Leslie Converse, Drik Leichty, Dominic and Barbara Cusimano, Don and Roberts Hall, Don and Sandy Kohn, Donald and Laura Cannon, Donald Conner, Donald Zabel, Donna Giergensen, Doris and Paul delaplane, Doris Tikes, Doug and Ann Broke, Doug Gordon, Douglas, Weevey, Dwaine Harrow, Ed and Linda Wayment, Edens Baker, Eileen Craig and Craig Takoda, Eleanor MacDonald, Elena Baunmer, Elizabeth and Michael Wade, Elizabeth Markham, Ellen Ausin, Ellen Copeland, Ellen Watters, Elise Elzbari, Eric Brunelle, Estelle Juh, Elinor and Lisa Hovevanen, Fiona Musse, Frances Sellick, Fritz Grenn, Garry Lynn, Gayle Perrone, Gluten Fear RN, Greg and Diane Hammendorf, Greg Whieldon and Joel Winnecke, Gwenn Michaelson, Heath Knausfeld, Heather Manchak Grimes, Hilary Bajorek, Iris Gaylor, Irene Schoppy, Isacc Hendler, I. Good, Inc, Jack and Barbara Mykrantz, Jack and Jane Berth, Jack and Kay Enbom, Jack Fass, Jacob Gobaclik, James and Elaine Kelley, James and Mary Anne Nutini, James Averbick, James Feldmann and Alexis Fens, James Simek, James Trappe, Janet Throp, Jonice Lash, Jon and Elizabeth Delevane, Jason and Kristin Bradford, Jason Mitchell, Jason Tewes, Jean Crisley, Jeanmarie Jefferson, Jeff Leonard, Jeff Mitchel, Jeremy Reiner, Jen Casner, Jen Kramer, Jennifer and David Lith, Jennifer and John Ward, Jennifer Depson, Jenson Lonnquist, Jerome Faivre, Jerry and Nancy Hidebring, Jerry and Linda Katzman, Jim and Anna Maria Phelps, Jim and Ben McCurry, Jen and Debbie Zeller, Jim and Dylan Myers, Jim and Joan Isom, Jim and David and Janet Morlan, Jim Hall, Jenny Wel, Joan Martell, Jon and Peter Baker, Jonette Fitzgerald, Jason Boemmeler, Joe Eaker, Joe Kerkvluit and Cassandra Manoletti Kerkvliet, Joe Stevenson and Barbara Case, John and Beverly Taylor, John and Jeanne Mosby, John and John Bateman, John and Kate Feldman, John and Kiji Bläs, John and Maryann Gills, John and Peggy Bixby, John and Shirley Byrne, John and Sue Tappanen, John Guelte, John and Joanne Wilson, John and Joanne Wilson, Jon and Rachel Paetzke, Jon Dolan and Deb Murray, Jonathan Nath and Birdi Clear, Joseph Bailey and Susan Knepp, Joseph, Jeff and Kerry McFaddell, Josh and Kimberley Cooper, Joyce Comer and Larry Evans, Justin and Michael Sander, Justin Eikeland and Diane McCrath, Justin Kinker, Justin Neher, Judith Redleaf, Judy de Sable, Judy Ringle, Julia Minckley, Julie Mathison, Julie Stenson, K. Van Hickle, Kari Lavoett, Karen Finley, Karen Herald and Mary Babson, Karen Mitz, Karen Myers, Kawaness George, Karin and Ben Catherine, Kathleen Wurzel, Kathleen Mckie, Kathleen Nix, Kathleen Purwinkle, Kat Dewefined, Kaye Lowender, Kent Martin and Cristy Lish, Kel' Kuykendall, Kelli and Todd Steele, Kyle Farrell and Kent and Henny Chambers, Ken Hatte, Ken Lenos and Victoria Bigler, Kenneth and Claire Pete, Kent and Patricia Danske, Ken Schwenzer, Kip Students and Tom Whitten, Kris Hughes, Kris and Allen Taylor, Kris Grimes, Larry and Cynthia Mayne, Lisa Crosby, Laura Mitchell, Laura Pagan Gloos, Laurel Low, Laurie Microwave, Lawrence and Rebecca Landers, Lee Lopez, Leigh Stoller and Renee Brooks, Leslie and Bob Lindsay, Leslie and Brian Warner, Linda DeGrazia and Kathleen Seibel, Linda Cornwell, Linda Ortheid, Linda Perfurten, Lisa West, Lasa Schopp, Lori Wilson, Lisa Ernest, Judie and Monte Schuster, Lisa and Lauraine Madrigal, Luke Lundahl-Ackerman, Lynn Timpe, Lynn Victor, Margaret McCann, Lynne Schotte, Maggie Wiggan, Mardell Wolf and Michael Brower, Margaret Soprano, Margaret Sunferd, Marge Swends, Margarette Campbell, Marthe Tewes Majors, Marie Anne Martin, Marie Lang, Marie Vickis, Marilyn and John Pesking, Marilyn Hether. Onsen and Michael Mil, Marjorie Reffit, Mark Lindgren, Mark Wilson and Shery Harlot, Martin and Angela Carlson, Martin Amot, Martha Frandian, Martha Pichl and Roy Edwards, Mary Ann Shepherd, Mary Alice Seville, Mary Ann Quinlan, Mary Browning, Mary Pope Osborne, Mary Lindsey, Mary Techert, Marylyne Sinclair, Maryvale Valentine, Megan and Christopher Conoac, Megan Hensy, Melissa Molfi, Melissa and Daniel Cunningham, Melissa Pulum and Paul Reaver, Merry Moyal, Michael and Barbara Rowe, Michael and Jennifer Rodriguez, Michael and Michelle Beekins, Michael Carman and Rob Ouwens, Michael Pope and Becka Leum, Michelle, Michael Sheven, Michael Wibarb, Mike and Nora Cohen, Mike and Carol Huntting, Mike and Rian Banca, Miles Pike, Mill and Phyllis Bloomfield, Millard Moomaw, Murray Loder, Myfia Ferrera, Mykki Kirk, Nancy Carrell, Neil Glesson, Nick Glesson, Nick Middle, Nick Peterson, Nancy Schney, Nancy Stius, Nancy Wilson Olces, Neal Habib, Nicolai and Bob Clikhardt, Norm and Debbie Johnson, Norm Frantzen, Nancy and Margaret Anderson, Pam and Dan Bottom, Pam DeWalle, Pat and Dew Mooney, Pat Johnson and Dorothy Prue, Patricia D'Andrea, Patrick Wiskens, Patrick Allen, Paul and Mary Ann Roberts, Paul and Nance Hasebrink, Paul and Susan Doversis, Peggy Contreras, Peggy Oslur, Penny Bruskfield, Peter and Nancy Robberson, Peter Cheewe, Peter Goldcuss, Philip and Elizabeth Thil, Philip Hays, Pheona and Tim Kee, Peter and Karen Van Zee, Prescott Jackson, Sallie Boulter, Ralph and Dorothy Kelby, Ralph and Margaret Alic, Randy Chadewen and Diane Hehner, Randy Selig and Dan Velas, Rebecca DiGregorio, Rebecca Picton, Reidy and Cindy Behrens, Ricardo Mutana, Ric Carone, Richard and Doris Wrlcej, Richard and Dorothy Miller, Richard and Kyla Reid, Richard Libarkin, Rick and Bob Lee, Bob and Eve Gill, Robert and Emily Stewa, Robert and Janet Levy, Robert B. Auld, Robert Beatle, Robert Kuhlman, Robert Yoritani, Robert Yordt, Roberta Boyden, Robert McCarthy, Roger and Susan Blake, Roger and Whitney Lindquist, Roger Graham, Ron and Carline Williams, Ron and Diane Sowers, Ron and Mauern Stoner, Ron Olsen, Ronald Wright, Rosemary Magee, Roselynn Patrick, Russell Potuk, Kelly Miller, Sally Heimann, Sarah Kalin, Sarah Stewart, Scott and Joan Overton, Seth and Diana Bernket, Seymour and Paula Houle, Simon Fri, Simple Actoss Family Foundation, Stanley Mose, Stefan...
The Greenbelt Land Trust would like to thank the following members for supporting our mission in 2011.

GRANTS

CONSERVATION CIRCLE

MILLENNIUM CIRCLE
Anonymous [3], Bruce Menge and Cindy Smith, Bruce and Laura Griffiths, Bruce Frey and Louise Healthy, Larry and Michelle Kitzman, Chris Kiilsgaard and Nicole Bocchigia, Kathryn and Joe Donato, Larry and Carol Ayotte, Marie Anne Matthews, Marilyn Tarrant, Marsha Swanson and Kathy Friesen, Martha Anderson, Martha Picchi and Kristy Spikes, Mike and Lyla Houglum, Mike and Miriam Maier [◊], Mike Wolf [◊], Milt and Wilma Larson, Muriel Currie, Nancy Edwards, Nicholas and Thea Yonker, Nicholas Gimino, Norm and Mary Lee Seward, Norm Tuttle, Octavio and Mary Jo Lewenquist, Pat and Ann Megawoff, Pat and Dave Money, Pat and Greg Kuepper, Pat and Marci Davis, Peter and Margaret Scanlan, Richard Hoyer, Richard Leman and Donna Ching, Rick Olson, Robert Rosenberg, Peggy Thomson, Peter and Judy Gatling, Pat and Grace Leland, Paul and Darlene Emmingham, Paul and Patricia Parish, Virginia Petro, Wayne and Wylene Phillips, William Gilbert [◊].

GUARDIAN CIRCLE
Benoit and Jane Anne Warkentine, Bruce McEwen and Patricia Mur [◊], Charles Miller and Marieta Climens, Dan Shaw and Jean Simon, David and Sarah Elhin, David Finlay and Maryarkative, Dawn Marie Mandell, Dan Takash and Lee Grey, Efrem Haysom, First Alternative Cooperative, Frederick Swanson, Heather Throop, Jack and Jane Borth, Jennifer and John Wend, Jim Hall [◊], John and Betty Reid [◊], John and Susan Watan, Kel Kuykendall, Lynn Victor, Margaret Carr, Marlyn Singh, Maryrose Goss, Michael Popeno and Beccia Lamers, Lauren Wills, Frank Bentley [◊], Paul and Mary Anne Roberts, Peter Echols and Emily Baryl, Dorothy and Paul Replin, Ryan and Elizabeth Waldock, Richard and Karen Stare, Ellen and Hall, Whe Suley and Liz Davis, Ted Wilson and Ellen Tappun, Their Dohar and Connie Barouch, Tom Megner, Tom and Conner Wiebush, Virginia Petro, Wayne and Wylene Phillips, William Gilbert [◊].

PATRON CIRCLE
Anonymous, retro, Barbara and Darrell Thomas, Bob and Joyce Becker, Bruce and Laura Griffiths, Larry and Michelle Kitzman, Chris Kiilsgaard and Nicole Bocchigia, Kathryn and Joe Donato, Larry and Carol Ayotte, Marie Anne Matthews, Marilyn Tarrant, Marsha Swanson and Kathy Friesen, Martha Anderson, Martha Picchi and Kristy Spikes, Mike and Lyla Houglum, Mike and Miriam Maier [◊], Mike Wolf [◊], Milt and Wilma Larson, Muriel Currie, Nancy Edwards, Nicholas and Thea Yonker, Nicholas Gimino, Norm and Mary Lee Seward, Norm Tuttle, Octavio and Mary Jo Lewenquist, Pat and Ann Megawoff, Pat and Dave Money, Pat and Greg Kuepper, Pat and Marci Davis, Peter and Margaret Scanlan, Richard Hoyer, Richard Leman and Donna Ching, Rick Olson, Robert Rosenberg, Peggy Thomson, Peter and Judy Gatling, Pat and Grace Leland, Paul and Darlene Emmingham, Paul and Patricia Parish, Virginia Petro, Wayne and Wylene Phillips, William Gilbert [◊].

SUPPORTERS
Alcyon Archambault, Allan Kitan, Amy Ward, Ann Shriver and Larry Levy, Barbara and Darrah Thomas, Boris and Joyce Becker, Bruce and Laura Griffiths, Bruce Frey and Louise Healthy, Larry and Michelle Kitzman, Chris Kiilsgaard and Nicole Bocchigia, Kathryn and Joe Donato, Larry and Carol Ayotte, Marie Anne Matthews, Marilyn Tarrant, Marsha Swanson and Kathy Friesen, Martha Anderson, Martha Picchi and Kristy Spikes, Mike and Lyla Houglum, Mike and Miriam Maier [◊], Mike Wolf [◊], Milt and Wilma Larson, Muriel Currie, Nancy Edwards, Nicholas and Thea Yonker, Nicholas Gimino, Norm and Mary Lee Seward, Norm Tuttle, Octavio and Mary Jo Lewenquist, Pat and Ann Megawoff, Pat and Dave Money, Pat and Greg Kuepper, Pat and Marci Davis, Peter and Margaret Scanlan, Richard Hoyer, Richard Leman and Donna Ching, Rick Olson, Robert Rosenberg, Peggy Thomson, Peter and Judy Gatling, Pat and Grace Leland, Paul and Darlene Emmingham, Paul and Patricia Parish, Virginia Petro, Wayne and Wylene Phillips, William Gilbert [◊].
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